This article aims to investigate whether Clarice's radical use of language was somehow achieved in translations and especially in the retranslations of her work into English, or whether this radicality itself made the Claricean legacy an obstacle to its absorption in the English-speaking literary system. I will deal with Perto do coração selvagem in Pontiero's (1990) and Entrekin's (2012) translations and the short story "A menor mulher do mundo" in Pontiero's (1960) 
A RADICALIDADE DE CLARICE LISPECTOR TRADUZIDA PARA O SISTEMA LITERÁRIO ANGLÓFONO
Resumo: O artigo tem como objetivo investigar se o uso radical de língua de Clarice foi, em alguma medida, alcançado nas traduções e especificamente nas retraduções de sua obra para o inglês ou se essa radicalidade em si fez do legado de Clarice um obstáculo à sua absorção no sistema literário anglófono. Lido com as traduções de Pontiero (1990) and if these retranslations considered Clarice's style, above all the rhythm of the narrative, unusual collocations, lexical choices and the combination of form and content in the author's writings. The discussion of the translations into English of the novel Perto do coração selvagem, and the story "A menor mulher do mundo" by Clarice Lispector, here presented, will deal with the aesthetic treatment that the writer gave to these two texts and how her translators reacted to this radicality of her writing. The analysis proposed will be carried out with two quotations by Levý in The Art of Translation in mind:
The language of the source and the language of the translation are not directly commensurable. The verbal means of the two languages are not 'equivalent', so they cannot be converted mechanically. Meanings and their aesthetic values do not coincide precisely; consequently, the more significant the role of language in the artistic structure of the text, the more difficult translation becomes. (2011, 48) (..) By contrast with original authors, whose individual language continually undergoes innovation, thereby contributing to the evolution of the domestic language, translators frequently remain prisoners of the stylistic patterns (2011, 54) Levý argues that the author of the source text is continuously in violation of his own language, which, according to him, is an inescapable characteristic of great works and that the translator, in turn, does not seek to innovate the source language along the lines of the source text, but conforms to established norms of the aesthetics of the target culture, which contributes to the short life of translations. The translation, because it tries to adapt to the local taste when launching a text from another culture, does not dare to challenge the target language. Radicality, then, is at best resumed, in part, in a movement that, in addition to subjecting the author's creativity to aesthetic values of another culture 8 , infantilises the target audience by denying them access to another aesthetic universe.
Before turning to the texts themselves, it is convenient to talk a little about this radicality in Clarice here presented. The radicality in question is translated into the author's use of language. The language in Clarice is no mere instrument for a plot: it is a protagonist in her writings. In Clarice, as in great writers, the complementarity between form and content is entangled, which hinders the work of the translator who tends, generally, to deal with prose and semantic translation.
In Clarice, the sublime is achieved through the trivial; it is in the routine triviality that the characters experience a certain Spinozan glimpse of the inevitability of their trajectories 9 . There is no salvation in this momentary understanding: the characters return to their daily lives resigned. As the action in these cases is internalised, this is reflected in the precariousness of the language in the quest to recreate the uneasiness generated by the revelation of the character. 8 The case of Machado de Assis is exemplary in this sense. Machado, to justify his presence abroad, is often compared to Sterne, Shakespeare, Cervantes, Flaubert, among others. What is observed is the denial of intertextuality as a universal literary phenomenon. Sterne, for example, was an avid reader of Shakespeare and Cervantes and borrowed from both procedures and characters. 9 "There is no need to spend time in going on to show that Nature has no fixed goal and that all final causes are but figments of the human imagination". (2002, 239) A sentence in the chapter "O abrigo no professor" is exemplary of the different strategies of the translators: "Subitamente precisaria encontrá-lo, senti-lo firme e frio antes de ir embora." (1994, 110) Pontiero's version is "She had suddenly felt the need to meet him, to listen to him, unyielding and cold, before going away" (1990, 104), Entrekin opted for:" She had suddenly needed to see him firm and cold before leaving." (2012, 103) Pontiero used 7 additional words if compared to Entrekin's translation as he chooses to add "to listen to him" and uses "felt the need" instead of "needed".
Both translations follow the structure of the narrative proposed by the source text, that is, two parts, with nine and ten chapters respectively. In general, both translators are attentive to the rhythm of the narrative. There are, however, occurrences, more frequent in Pontiero, of change in punctuation or an attempt to reorganise the text, which necessarily changes configuration, rhythm, and effect of some fragments.
In the chapter "O banho", for example, there is a five-page paragraph corresponding to Joana's flow of consciousness.
Pontiero divides the paragraph in two, breaking the feverish effect of the scene, without apparently any justification. The translator maintains the extension of the periods, but not all the dashes and ellipsis, thus reducing the silences of the narrative. Entrekin, in the same paragraph, breaks only the first sentence but retains both the length of the paragraph as dashes and ellipses.
The repetitions are essential for the organisation of the narrative contributing to its cohesion. The lexical choice is thoughtful, careful and never gratuitous. In the fragments quoted below, the words desejo and sede, used as synonyms, are mentioned three times respectively, having an evident effect in the text when creating a network of meaning. I quote the passages:
C: "Meu Deus, pelo menos comunicai-me com elas, fazei realidade meu desejo de beijá-las." (1994, 66) P: "Dear God, at least bring me into contact with them, satisfy my longing to kiss them." (1990, 61) E: "Dear God, at least allow me to communicate with them, satisfy my desire to kiss them." (2012, 58) C: "Não sinto loucura no desejo de morder estrelas, mas ainda existe a terra." (1994, 67) P: "I feel no madness in my desire to bite into stars, but the earth still exists." (1990, 62) E: "I don't feel madness in my wish to bite stars, but the earth still exists." (2012, 59) C "E talvez meu desejo de outra fonte, essa ânsia que me dá ao rosto um ar de quem caça para se alimentar, talvez essa ânsia seja uma ideia -e nada mais." (1994, 69) P: "And perhaps my craving for another source, which gives me the expression of someone in search of food, perhaps this craving is a whim-and nothing more." (1990, 64) E: "And maybe my desire for another spring, this keenness that gives my face the look of one who hunts to eat, maybe this keenness is just an idea -and nothing more." (2012, 61) "Por que surgem em mim essas sedes estranhas?" (1994, 66) P: Why do these strange longings possess me? (1990, 61) E: Why do these strange thirsts grip me? (2012, 58) C: "Sempre, sem parar, distraindo minha sede cansada de pousar num fim." (1994, 67) P: "Always without stopping, distracting my weary desire to reach some final resting-place." (1990, 62) E: "Always, unstopping, diverting my weary longing to reach an end." (2012, 59) C: "(...) esses instantes não provam que sou capaz de satisfazer minha busca e que esta é sede de todo o meu ser e não apenas uma ideia?" (1994, 70) P: "(…) surely those moments prove that I am capable of fulfilling my quest and that this longing which consumes my whole being is not merely some whim?" (1990, 65) E: "(…) don't these instants prove that I am capable of fulfilling my quest and that this is the longing of my entire being and not just an idea?" (2012, 62) Pontiero used three distinct words for "desejo": longing, desire, and craving. Entrekin used desire twice and wish. For "sede", Pontiero uses longing twice and desire and, Entrekin uses longing twice and thirst. Despite Entrekin's satisfying thirst, the cohesion proposed by the narrative is broken. Pontiero inadvertently translating both "desejo" and "sede" for longing and desire interchangeably does not seem to have realised Clarice's writing method and does not perceive the connection between occurrences.
One of the aspects that draws attention in the Claricean text is the abundance of unusual collocations, resulting in defamiliarization, drawing the reader's attention to the linguistic material itself. Here are some examples with the respective translations:
C: "(...) um milagre partido em estrelas grossas, sérias e brilhantes." (1994, 66) P: "(…) a miracle splintered into dense, solemn, glittering stars" (1990, 61) E: "(…) a miracle split into chunky, serious, twinkling stars" (2012, 58) C: "(...) chorar em notas largas, desesperadas e românticas" (1994, 66) P: "(…) weeping at length in tones of romantic despair." (1990, 61) E: "(...) crying in broad, desperate, romantic notes." (2012, 58) C: "Respirava opressa o perfume roxo e frio das imagens." (1994, 70) P: "I inhaled the overpowering odour, purple and cold, that emanated from the holy statues." (1990, 65) E: "I was breathing oppressed the cold, purple perfume of the statues." (2012, C: "Vagarosamente entristeceu de uma tristeza insuficiente e por isso duplamente triste." (1994, 75) P: "She slowly grew sad from a lack of sadness and was therefore twice as sad." (1990, 70) E: "She slowly saddened with a sadness that was insufficient and thus doubly sad." (2012, 69) In these cases, the collocations are not linguistic phenomena specific to Brazilian Portuguese. In the examples above, we see the different positions of the translators as to the translation practice again. In the first three examples, Pontiero consistently seeks to normalise the text by organising, rearranging, and changing grammatical class for anglophone eyes and ears. Entrekin, on the other hand, consciously maintains the defamiliarization caused to Brazilian eyes and ears.
In such cases, there is no real obstacle to translation, or in other words, Clarice's original collocations pose no challenges at a linguistic level, nor is this resource, however daring, invented by the author. So why does Pontiero try to normalise Clarice in English? I believe that this tendency can be explained by Levy's already mentioned contrast between the freedom one takes with the language itself in the source text, a very welcome disregard when dealing with creativity and imagination, and a certain tendency towards acceptability regarding the target audience.
Regarding the last example, Pontiero changed the meaning proposed in the narrative: it was not that she lacked sadness, but that it was not enough. Entrekin, on the other hand, kept not only the sense but also the parallelism established by entristeceu, tristeza and triste with saddened, sadness and sad.
Regarding both translations of the novel, it is noticeable that Pontiero prioritises content and his readership by naturalising Clarice's singular style. Entrekin, on the other hand, endeavours to convey not only the plot but the author's unique use of language with its instances of defamiliarization, thus being closer to Clarice's radicality.
"A menor mulher do mundo."
The short story "A menor mulher do mundo" was released in The combined "toda em pé" and "a seus pés" present a double challenge: the echo of pé in both expressions that together reinforce the idea of Little Flower's size. In this case, the combination of form and content hinders the work of the translator, since the target language does not have two expressions that combined have the scope proposed by the source text. Pontiero opts for the omission of " toda em pé" and translates only "a seus pés" for "at his feet". Dodson keeps closer to the source text and translates both expressions by "standing there at his feet". A translation springs from and produces linguistic material, there are pitfalls everywhere, and sometimes translators are left with only the resignation of the best option in the face of the impossibility of re-creation.
The above fragment prepares the objectification of Little Flower: "a coisa humana menor que existe" which only Dodson portrays with "the smallest human thing in existence". Pontiero opts for "the smallest human creature that exists", omitting, in part, the crudeness of the scene.
Next, Pontiero merges the third and fourth sentences: "Not even the teachings of the Indian sages are so rare, and even the richest man in the world has not witnessed such strange charm." By interfering in the punctuation of the text, the translator changes the rhythm of the narrative reducing the impact especially of the fourth sentence and preventing the parallelism proposed by the text. Dodson maintains the extension of the sentences and parallelism with her "Neither are the teachings of the sages of India as rare. Neither has the richest man in the world ever laid eyes on so much strange grace."
The construction "Ali estava uma mulher que a gulodice do mais fino sonho jamais pudera imaginar" calls attention to the unusual use of gulodice, which may pose an impasse to the translation. Dodson remains very close to the source text with "Right there was a woman the gluttony of the most exquisite dream could never have imagined". Pontiero tries to make Clarice more palatable with his "There, before his eyes, stood a woman like the delights of the most exquisite dream had never equaled." The idea of greedy gluttony is left out and a "before his eyes" is added without apparent reason. Lispector's use of gulodice, as strange as it may seem, cannot be gratuitous: it contributes to the objectification of Pequena Flor and, on the other hand, adds to the linguistic effect of the narrative.
Pontiero, besides his inclusions, tends to expand the text. In the last sentence of the above fragment, where there is "o explorador, tão vivido, desviou os olhos," Pontiero translates to "the explorer who has so much experience of life, turned away his eyes." There is no mistake, of course, but reading Dodson's translation, "the explorer, seasoned as he was, averted his eyes," the prolixity of the earlier option becomes clear.
One last fragment for analysis with culturally marked aspects that may have gone unnoticed by translators.
Clarice (2016)
Pontiero ( Não tendo boneca com que brincar, e a maternidade já pulsando terrível no coração das órfãs, as meninas sabidas haviam escondido da freira a morte de uma das garotas.
Not having any dolls to play with, and maternal feelings already stirring furiously in their hearts, some deceitful girls in the orphanage had concealed from the nun in charge the death of one of their companions.
Having no dolls to play with, and maternity already pulsating terribly in the hearts of those orphans, the sly little girls had concealed another girl's death from the nun.
Guardaram o cadáver num armário até a freira sair, e brincaram com a menina morta, deram-lhe banhos e comidinhas, puseram-na de castigo somente para depois poder beijá-la, consolando-a" (196)
They kept her body in a cupboard until Sister went out, and then they played with the dead girl, bathing her and feeding her tidbits, and they punished her only to be able to kiss and comfort her afterward. (91) They hid the corpse in a wardrobe until the nun left, and played with the dead girl, giving her baths and little snacks, punishing her just so they could kiss her afterward, consoling her. (168) Table 2 Sabido and its variations in the Brazilian northeast mean smart, fast. In the above case, the smart girls hid the toy corpse from the nun. Although to our ears the story is macabre (and, in fact, it is), the lexical choice of the source text does not convey a negative tone that both "deceitful" and "sly" in the English translations do.
In "(...) deram-lhe banhos e comidinhas, puseram-na de castigo somente para depois poder beijá-la, consolando-a", comidinha refers to playing with food, make-believe food, not that the food is real or that it is in its diminutive form, which renders "tidbits" and "little snacks" not so appropriate for the context. Concerning Clarice's radicality, that is, her unique use of language, in this case, specifically, rhythm, lexical choice, parallelism, and repetition, Dodson's retranslation conveys a Clarice almost as singular and linguistically rich as our own.
Conclusion
One can say that Clarice has gained new impetus in the English-speaking literary system and, more than that, that the English-language reader has gained a new Clarice, a more daring, aesthetically more radical version of the author. This does not mean, however, that this development is not to a large extent due to the translations of Pontiero. A passionate promoter of literatures in Portuguese, Pontiero pioneered Clarice's text in English, paving the way for bolder approaches.
Entrekin's and Dodson's successful translations are part of Moser's project. According to Moser, he wanted to present a different Clarice whose texts would sound as strange and unexpected as they do in Brazil. The conscious decision of approaching Clarice's use of language instead of obliterating or normalising it was the main reason behind this investigation and was worth it: the Claricean literary radicality has gained new nuances in the target literary system, and the author has deserved the translators' artistic endeavour.
